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“Buy-side companies are increasingly 
realising they need to build up their 
data management set-up”

For the past two decades or so, digitalisation has been a both unstoppable and 
exponential trend across the entire financial industry, which has consequently led 
to a dramatic escalation in data production and needs across the investment 
management value chain. 

Moreover, this momentum has only been further accelerated by the COVID-19 
crisis as well as by the resulting massive take-up of remote working and revived 
market volatility, which tends to generate greater trade volumes. Therefore, data 
management is a critical and strategic focus for buy-side companies, whether for 
investment decision-making, steering and monitoring of day-to-day operations or 
reporting to stakeholders.

The (over)abundance of data is obviously an opportunity for investment professionals 
in the sense that never before have asset managers had so much data available to 
assess and reaffirm their investment decisions. But at the same time, sourcing, 
processing, and delivering data requires significant resources as well as very 
specific knowledge and skills, which are unfortunately not always readily available.

Buy-side companies are thus increasingly realising they need to build up their data 
management set-up if they are to operate efficiently and transparently. 

For this white paper, we teamed up with SimCorp to explore the various factors 
and approaches that may improve investment professionals’ data management 
and operational organisations and, ultimately, to propose models that could be 
suitable for a wide range of financial institutions. 

We have chosen to deal with this major topic through six themes that we felt were 
both complementary and of significant importance:

1.  the benefits of an IBOR1-based operational set-up to ensure a unified exhaustive 
view of both positions and operations,

2.  the necessity of open data architecture to achieve seamless multilateral 
connectivity and effective multisource data management,

3.  the essential optimisation of data usage and monitoring to streamline resources 
and enhance operational efficiency,

4.  the absolute need to source and integrate ESG2 data to support sustainable 
investment strategies and facilitate decision-making,

5.  the catalyst effect of effective data management in improving client 
experience via optimal data processing and delivery,

6.  and finally, the impact of data on execution performance, both in terms of 
acquisition cost for accessing liquidity and as a component of management and 
reporting quality.

In the end, we hope you enjoy reading this white paper, which consolidates expert 
views to help our clients go further in their development, as much as we have enjoyed 
putting it together. 

GILDAS LE TREUT

Global Co-Head of Coverage, Marketing & Solutions
Societe Generale Securities Services
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The low-interest rate environment, increased market 
volatility, ongoing regulatory pressure and the 
proliferation of data are just some of the drivers forcing 
investment managers to review their target operating 
model today. The Covid-19 crisis has accelerated this 
process and, while many firms are diversifying their 
portfolios with alternative / illiquid assets to find new 
sources of alpha, there is also an intensified need for a 
single, transparent, and integrated view of both public 
and private assets.  At the same time, investment 
strategies including ESG and sustainable investing 
are becoming increasingly important to investment 
managers’ growth ambitions and need to be embedded 
into core operations to improve transparency. 

In this challenging environment, where data consolidation 
is becoming increasingly complex, technology can act as a 
key enabler for buy-side players looking to automate and 
scale for growth. However, many organisations still rely on 
disparate systems and fragmented IT architecture, leading to 
manual reconciliation processes and interfaces, which in turn 
increases their operational risks and costs. Fast access to clean 
and accurate data is not possible when operating with multiple 
silos across the front, middle and back office. These manual 
processes have become ever more complex in a remote 
working environment, resulting in data discrepancies that can 
have a detrimental effect on valuations and calculations on a 
firm’s given market exposure. 

The answer to address these challenges is to achieve “one 
investment truth” across the whole organisation, front-to-back. 

THE CONCEPT OF “ONE 
INVESTMENT TRUTH” DELIVERED 
BY AN IBOR

Achieving one investment truth requires a 
robust foundation underpinning the operational 
infrastructure. The IBOR architecture is the 
best way to achieve this, providing centralised, 
real-time position keeping that covers all asset 
classes, in a multi-accounting framework that 
can support global operations. 

With an IBOR at the helm of operations, 
disparate data from different sources is 
consolidated into one unified and seamless 
data layer that can be transformed into 
accurate and real-time information. The IBOR 
provides a holistic view of a firm’s portfolio – 
across all holdings and asset classes, whether 
managed internally or externally - that can be 
used consistently throughout the full investment 
lifecycle.

A “golden” copy of all investment critical 
information throughout the lifecycle of a trade 
is available across all portfolios and aggregated 
by security position, valuation, and cash. 
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OPERATIONAL SIMPLICITY AND AGILITY 

The IBOR simplifies the target operating model. By 
consolidating data on one platform, it reduces complexity, 
i.e. few interfaces, less manual intervention, and 
reconciliation, enabling firms to reduce their operational 
risks and costs. Resources can be reassigned to higher 
value tasks and the additional opportunity that creates. 

Moreover, the automation of processes and streamlined 
workflows lead to improved straight-through-processing 
(STP) rates, offering firms faster time-to-market and 
the ability to respond more quickly to new market 
opportunities for business growth and competitive 
advantage.   

This increased business agility enables firms to 
onboard new clients, instruments, geographies, or 
investment strategies in a timely fashion. Being able 
to react quickly to market changes can be key in helping 
organisations differentiate themselves and offer new and 
innovative products and services to their clients.  

The IBOR truly supports the daily business of asset 
managers and asset owners. Communication is 
streamlined between departments, and all teams within 
the organisation share one investment truth based on the 
same accurate and timely data.

By simplifying the operating model, a consolidated, multi-
asset, front-to-back platform enables buy-side firms to 
achieve the operational resilience they need to sustain 
growth. 

Access to trustworthy data enables them to make the 
best-informed investment decisions and to quickly 
adapt their investment strategies while complying with 
regulatory requirements. Agility in portfolio construction 
and optimisation is key to achieving alpha and meeting 
investment mandates.  

One unified and timely investment view projected, 
presented and settled in real-time enables faster and 
accurate decision-making: portfolio managers can focus 
on more value-added tasks such as market analysis, 
portfolio optimisation, stress testing, including trading-
liquidity scenarios, and faster onboarding of diversified 
investment strategies to generate alpha.  

THE FOUNDATION TO SCALE FOR 
GROWTH

By enabling investment and operations teams to focus on 
their core business and value-added tasks, the IBOR as an 
architectural framework helps buy-side firms evolve and 
respond to market developments as and when they arise.  
This provides a true competitive advantage in today’s 
challenging environment. Securing one investment 
truth enables buy-side firms to scale for growth by 
addressing operational complexity and associated risks 
and by speeding up time-to-market for new products and 
investment strategies.

ENHANCED RISK CONTROL

Transparency and confidence in data is key for risk managers 
who need to know the risks and exposures across the firm’s 
portfolios and investments throughout the day. 

An integrated, real-time platform significantly improves 
risk management processes as it provides a rapid 
overview of the total risks across a firm’s portfolios and 
investments. The IBOR provides a consolidated view of real-
time valuations of portfolios as well as access to key ratios 
for insurance mandates. Compliance, risk, and performance 
teams get more time analysing data, forecasting liquidity 
risks and cash holdings and spend less time managing data. 

Compliance breaches and issues are more easily resolved, 
as the same data is shared by the various teams, looking 
at the same consistent and indisputable reality: “one 
investment truth”. 

“Access to trustworthy data enables portfolio 
managers to make the best-informed investment 
decisions and to quickly adapt their investment 
strategies while complying with regulatory 
requirements”
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SMARTER AND MORE TIMELY 
INVESTMENT DECISIONS  

To stay up to date with a fast paced and even volatile market, 
portfolio managers need timely access to high quality, 
real-time data on their investment positions and accurate 
views of cash holdings. In fact, not having a holistic view 
of positions and exposures is a major opportunity cost, as 
portfolio managers spend more time reconciling their start-
of-day positions than analysing markets and spending time 
on their core activities. 
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MIDDLE OFFICE: THE 
CENTRAL HUB OF DATA IN THE 
INVESTMENT VALUE CHAIN

Within buy-side firms, middle office is, in 
essence, the link in the front-to-back value 
chain where dealing with different partners and 
multiple sources is an absolute necessity when 
it comes to data, which makes its job all the 
more crucial and complex.

Asset managers often have to establish specific 
processes for their key clients who are notably 
liable to impose their custodians and fund 
administrators of choice. Managers therefore 
have to call on several asset servicers when 
the situation is similar for a number of clients 
who wish to work with different providers. 
This specific configuration is a perfect example 
of open architecture from a data perspective 
as, in this case, middle office has to collect, 
integrate and deliver data coming from 
multiple sources.
And, more precisely, things may get very 
complicated for middle office when it comes to 
aggregating, integrating and delivering this data 
in and/or via their own system, e.g. a PMS1, due 
to file-format incompatibilities among other 
things. Managing the necessary connectivity 
with various providers and the integration 
of collected data is not always an easy feat, 
especially if the tools available to middle officers 
are not up to the latest industry standards.

We may be stating the obvious here, but 
processing such a large amount of data and 
converting it into material that can be used, 
delivered and/or reported internally and 
potentially externally requires considerable 
resources and very specific knowledge that 
are not always part of the operational set-up 
and core competences of in-house middle 
offices. It is thus of the utmost importance 
for buy-side companies to be able to rely on a 
robust middle office, capable of consolidating 
all this data to deliver the most real-time view 
possible of both positions and operations. 

A match made in heaven

In the financial world, open architecture defines an 
institution’s ability to offer clients both proprietary and 
external products and services and, by extension, its own 
ability to resort to both in-house and outside products, 
services or providers.

If we look at open architecture through the lens of data, 
we quickly realise that a mix of internal and external 
sources and tools can be an effective way of optimising 
resources, but above all of enriching, better integrating 
and improving the quality of data for the benefit of clients.

FRONT-OFFICE DATA & OPEN 
ARCHITECTURE: A MATTER OF COURSE

The upstream part of the investment value chain and front 
office are two areas where open architecture is already a 
given when it comes to data management. Indeed, rating 
agencies as well as market and reference data providers 
have long been an integral part of the investment industry 
landscape and are not going anywhere any time soon. Even 
though this rather raw data often has to be supplemented by 
thorough analysis going beyond mere pricing and rating, it is 
quite easily sourced, and it would seem fairly unrealistic to 
run operations without it.  It is thus perfectly clear that most 
buy-side companies already work in open architecture to get 
the data needed by their front office.
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“The solution for smaller firms may lie in 
an open data management set-up centred 
around integrated solutions and a one-stop-
shop model”

This can prove to be mission impossible if the IT tools 
available to middle officers are not efficient, up-to-date and 
specifically designed for this purpose and if the middle-
office teams themselves are not sufficiently experienced 
and knowledgeable. Asset managers in this situation face 
many risks, including not having an aggregated position 
that takes into account all of their operations in real time, 
which can have significant detrimental reconciliation, 
cash flow, accounting and reporting impacts.

MIDDLE-OFFICE DATA & OPEN 
ARCHITECTURE: THE WAY TO GO?

For most financial institutions, properly integrating external 
and multisource data in their systems and delivering it to 
those who need it within the company in a timely fashion 
can turn out to be more complex than expected, especially 
for smaller firms. 

Ideally, an effective middle-office platform should be able 
to aggregate data from all of the asset manager’s fund 
administrators and custodians, provide a consolidated 
valued position that serves as a basis for analysis and 
reporting, as well as check and harmonise the NAVs2 
by recalculating the figures provided by third-party 
administrators. And, of course, all these essential features 
can only be delivered by a fully functioning open 
architecture system. However, such a set-up is not a given 
for any service provider, especially if the developed solution 
is not natively designed for this purpose. For instance, 
adapting an existing in-house middle office tool, already 
integrated with a proprietary back-office service, to make it 
available to other fund administrators and custodians is not 
a simple task and unfortunately rarely meets the expected 
results when it comes to data accuracy and integrity. Open 
architecture cannot be improvised, and the concept itself 
must be considered a priority from the design phase of the 
data/investment management tools if they are to integrate 
seamlessly with most existing systems.

OPENING UP THE SCOPE OF 
POSSIBILITIES 

In the end, data management is a capital challenge for buy-
side companies that have, willingly or not, embarked on 
a major transformation of their models. This adaptation 
requires systems able to integrate data, and to deliver 
it, in order to address the growing complexity and 
fragmentation of information sources, as well as the 
increased expectations in terms of delivery standards.

The larger and more experienced players in the investment 
industry are already well-advanced in this process, but 
it may be more difficult for smaller firms. For the latter, 
the solution may lie in an open data management set-up 
centred around integrated solutions and a one-stop-shop 
model. It will save both time and money and provide 
access to data expertise that may not exist within the 
company. Business will also benefit from this approach by 
relieving internal resources of time-consuming activities, 
thus allowing them to focus on higher value-added tasks. 
It can therefore be an effective way of killing two birds 
with one stone by enhancing both operational and data 
management efficiency.

Successfully processing a huge amount of multisource 
data actually takes digital tools capable of doing the job 
autonomously to both streamline resources and mitigate 
operational risk. With regard to these, investment firms 
have traditionally gone down one of two main routes: 
developing internal tools or calling on outside providers. 
On the one hand, opting for the creation of in-house tools 
can be a winning strategic choice, but it calls for significant 
resources and specific expertise for their development, 
maintenance, and update, and these unfortunately do not 
grow on trees. On the other hand, going for an external 
solution raises the eternal question of whether or not to 
outsource, but we feel the virtues of outsourcing no longer 
need to be proven. For companies deciding to follow this 
path, managing the layering of solutions and providers 
remains a hurdle to overcome. However, the answer may 
be as simple as this one word: one-stop-shop. As a matter 
of fact, concentrating outsourced or outside data services 
around a single provider should be the preferred route 
to facilitate the entire process by limiting the numbers of 
stakeholders involved, and even more so if the solution 
selected can be seamlessly integrated into proprietary 
systems through APIs3 and extended to the other links in 
the investment value chain.
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A performance challenge

As technology progresses in the fund custody and 
administration business, it has become essential for all 
those involved in the investment industry to seek greater 
control over the data required for the day-to-day running 
and management of their activities. For instance, we 
have recently seen most players engaging in their digital 
transformation, based on strong capabilities related 
to data management: acquisition of larger datasets at 
acceptable prices, qualification of data in order to build 
larger databases, delivery of new products and services 
based on data analysis. Nevertheless, the lack of a 
consistent data collection and reporting environment may 
create a gap that is difficult to bridge for those who are 
reluctant to invest in this area, in which case an alternative 
may be to limit internal investments and develop strategic 
partnerships with providers.

Then again, the key questions remain: “where are the valuable 
insights and sources of information located? How may one 
assess the quality and the completeness of a dataset? How 
can the sourcing of data be monitored?” These challenges 
are deeply related to data quality and consistency, especially 
across asset classes. To produce the best scenario analysis, 
the highest quality is required.

THE CHALLENGES OF DATA 
MANAGEMENT 

The relevance of choices in outsourcing strategies, 
risk management and the production of regulatory 
reports in line with regulators’ expectations are at 
stake, as is, of course, the measurement of the 
performance of their funds in order to compare 
them with those of other market players.

Indeed, it is quite clear that data management 
currently faces multiple challenges:

•  The volume of data managed daily is 
increasing exponentially, with new formats 
(podcasts, videos, tweets, etc.) also raising the 
level of complexity of each operation. By way 
of illustration, and to take a particularly current 
topic, ESG information is a good example of 
the growing complexity of data management 
and control.

•  Unlike market information, not all data 
needed for back-office processing is up 
to date or accessible in a timely manner 
(portfolio, cash account, etc.). Moreover, it 
cannot be shared easily, as its use is subject to 
the contractual documents from which it was 
obtained.

•  Apart from information structured by 
protocols such as SWIFT or FIX, there is a lot 
of unstructured, free-format data that is 
difficult to consolidate.

•  For alternative investment funds and unlisted 
assets (e.g. private equity and real estate), 
there is a need to manage a lot of additional 
and unstructured documentation.

•  When registering clients (investors or 
institutions), KYC1 processes require the 
verification of documents that are rarely 
homogeneous (identity documents, forms 
specific to each country or market, etc.).

•  The fund-knowledge documentation 
(prospectus, etc.) comes in as many formats 
as there are issuers or asset management 
companies, each of which is keen to offer the 
most appealing and most explicit document.
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A POTENTIAL THAT IS UP TO THESE 
CHALLENGES

In this respect, most software publishers and technology 
partners will tend to provide solutions on the container, but 
rarely on the content. Consequently, cloud or file transfer 
technologies have made it possible to increase data 
storage capacities («big data» environment) and to share 
them. But unfortunately, these storage solutions make 
it rarely possible to really control the management of 
this data to create value. 

It is therefore essential to devise complementary solutions 
to:

•  Improve the quality of data (reliability, updating, 
source certification), and for this it is possible to rely 
on standardised reference systems. In this respect, the 
use of an IBOR greatly facilitates the maintenance of a 
centralised position in real time.

•  Offer solutions for data injection and input control, 
in order to ensure that a flow is complete, and that 
data is correct. STP2 flows between asset management 
teams and their partners are thus necessary for trading 
platforms, but also for the entire processing chain of 
middle or back office, and of course for liquidity or 
counterparty risk monitoring needs.

•  Facilitate the reconciliation of this data by structuring 
it (using data models and reconciliation solutions such 
as matching). Thus, new metrics need to be designed to 
monitor the increasing level of automation and promote 
the use of new engines such as machine learning. 

•  Add modules to generate additional value (benchmark, 
extrapolation), and for this the use of artificial intelligence 
is a helpful complement to our environments through 
automatic classification or segmentation (via machine 
learning, with or without supervision). Visual data 
recognition solutions (data visualisation) now make it 
possible to identify market trends or alerts on abnormal 
values (fraud and operational risk management). 
Therefore, predictive models have become very powerful 
when the volume of quality data is sufficient.

•  Easily edit management reporting, including 
management comments, and in so doing, help steer 
activities and monitor management. 

Industry initiatives to collaborate on cross-business 
solutions are still rare and will take time to deliver the 
expected added value. The main key success factors are 
speed and the ability to stay ahead of the market with 
innovative solutions, sometimes built with selected and 
trusted partners.

We have recently observed new initiatives in the data 
market to consolidate key players (such as Euroclear 
& MFEX in fund distribution, for example), but also 
new entrants aiming to provide additional datasets or 
additional modules to extract more value from the data. 
The integration of all players within the same end-to-end 
process may generate a seamless experience for the end 
user, but also a major headache for the teams in charge of 
this integration.

To meet these challenges and solve most issues relating 
to data collection and monitoring, one may also expect 
the convergence of projects around market standards 
and common protocols. This is not exactly the way things 
are currently going, but the search for efficiency will help 
gather everybody around the same table.

“Good data management involves all 
processing chains and players and 
offers considerable challenges”

SERVICE PROVIDERS TO THE RESCUE

Among the solutions and tools able to help solve issues, 
both for monitoring and for steering performance, service 
providers are developing new models and algorithms and 
testing them to help their clients control their information 
assets as well as possible. These models may, for example, 
be used to determine groups of data (segmentation, 
clustering), to define trends (linear regression calculation) 
or to find abnormal values or missing data in a series, or 
to identify «potential» duplicates that will then have to be 
checked/corrected by back officers. 
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In conclusion, good data management involves all 
processing chains and players and offers considerable 
challenges in terms of processing efficiency improvement 
on the one hand and project development support on 
the other. In this respect, asset servicers’ missions should 
also be able to move more and more towards data 
management. 

(2) Straight-through processing

At a time when the search for efficiency and productivity 
has never been more important in investment 
management, it is thus becoming increasingly difficult to 
control data flows and stocks. The data management role 
must therefore support the implementation of solutions 
such as SGSS’ integrated suite of front-to-back services, 
CrossWise (processes, ad-hoc tools).



The recent introduction of European regulations on these 
topics, particularly the «Disclosure» and «Taxonomy» 
directives, has remedied this by imposing definitions and 
the most extensive transparency on intentions, but above 
all a measurement of objectives and therefore of the 
progress made when one claims to manage assets in an 
ESG-compliant way. It is indeed obvious that there can be no 
success without data to measure it.

Sourcing and using it effortlessly 
in investment decision-making

Year after year, financial professionals are increasingly 
integrating sustainable development concerns into their 
investment strategies and in their relations with their 
business partners. After the most convinced players, 
some of whom already have more than a decade of 
experience under their belts, it is now the entire asset 
management ecosystem that is resolutely committed to 
following this path.

Pressure from investors has undoubtedly been a major 
factor in the decision to integrate this new dimension, and 
many manifestos have already appeared in managers’ 
investment principles and fund prospectuses. However, 
there is sometimes a gap between the sincerity of these 
manifestos and the reality of management policies, which is 
made possible by the absence of standards in the definition 
and, above all, measurement of ambitions. 

NO MEASUREMENT OF PROGRESS 
WITHOUT ESG DATA

As a key issue in sustainable finance, data on 
the various ESG criteria is the subject of all 
the negotiations within the European working 
groups, but also of an intense commercial battle 
between data providers, who are vying with each 
other to increase their coverage of values, select 
the best calculation methodologies and rapidly 
gain market share through external growth 
in order to become the reference provider. 
In this process, the American players are 
seemingly more advanced than their European 
counterparts...

The good news is that the range of services 
is extensive, and it is even possible to collect 
raw data directly from companies. This is 
what Private Markets managers do, and they 
do not necessarily have any other solution than 
to distribute questionnaires to the companies 
they invest in to collect the data they need. It 
is also a choice made by the most advanced 
management companies in the listed world who 
prefer to work on first-hand data and have total 
control over their methodologies for calculating 
their management ratios.

Thus, each player in sustainable asset 
management must have the data adapted to 
the lines defined in its strategy on the one hand, 
and the operational set-up allowing to use it 
effectively in its investment process on the other.
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“Asset managers should be able to 
use ESG data at the heart of their 
investment selection process, in the 
same way they leverage financial data”

THE CHOICE OF «HOME-MADE» DATA

In terms of data sourcing, SGSS’ recent survey1 of some 30 
European asset managers showed that most respondents 
used more than one data provider as the basis for their 
analysis, but also that the vast majority of them reviewed 
the measures obtained from these analysis agencies with 
their own opinions, drawn from their interviews with the 
companies in which they invest. 

This is undoubtedly a sign of the maturity of these 
managers who are seeking to take ownership of the 
measurement of the efforts of companies which they fund. 
In some cases, one may also wonder if this is not a good 
way to better align ESG reality with investment choices 
already made... Beyond that, it is an additional difficulty 
in sharing an objective vision of a company’s situation 
with regard to sustainable development criteria. Indeed, 
the measurements of a company’s position on almost 
all the ESG criteria defined by the experts are already 
very different from one data provider to another (with 
a maximum variation on social criteria in particular). This 
volatility is further increased by the individual measures 
used by management companies.

However, the difficulty of integrating the sustainable 
development dimension does not end there. It is still 
necessary to be able to use this data daily in asset 
management tools.

INTEGRATING THIS DATA INTO THE 
INVESTMENT PROCESS IS NO EASY FEAT

Here again, the problem is that these management 
tools (Portfolio Management Systems - PMS) have not 
necessarily been designed to take these new criteria 
into account.

Therefore, managers very often use an ESG database 
separate from their PMS in which they realise their 
investment decisions. These ESG databases are more or 
less homemade, sometimes very much so for non-listed 
assets. They are often populated manually, again especially 
in the unlisted sector, and are regularly used to create a first 
level of filter to define the authorised investment universe, 
taking into account various exclusion choices.

It is therefore complex to mix financial and non-
financial criteria. 

It is difficult to carry out simulations to assess the 
consequences of a choice of security on the positive impact 
criteria of a portfolio, such as limiting its temperature or 
greenhouse gas emissions...

It is also quite challenging to use this data throughout 
the processing chain, whether for middle-office 
reconciliations, custodian controls or the production 
of reports for investors, of course, but also now for the 
communications made mandatory by the new European 
regulations (SFDR annual report in particular).

Many fintechs offer data management solutions (quality 
control of data from several suppliers, combination of data 
from several sources, etc.) and calculation optimisation. 
But apart from the fact that these are often external 
processes, they only offer functionalities that are limited 
to certain needs.
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SOLUTIONS FOR ACHIEVING YOUR 
AMBITIONS

However, comprehensive solutions do exist, making it 
possible to automatically integrate the right data sets 
specific to each management company, to then use them 
directly in their PMS, to configure management rules on 
the basis of the ESG investment choices made (maximum 
carbon footprint, temperature, choice of the best ratings in 
relation to the reference population, etc.), to then convey 
this data in all the middle office’s downstream processes 
up to the production of the management reports.

The ambition of these solutions, such as CrossWise by 
SGSS, is to enable asset managers to use ESG data at the 
heart of their investment selection process, in the same 
way they leverage financial data. It would be pointless to 
express great ambitions for sustainable development 
without giving oneself the means to fully use the data 
to measure and communicate its success!

(1) Survey conducted by SGSS in the first half of 2021 among 30 of its 
listed and non-listed asset manager and owner clients



More than ever before, buy-side companies and their 
clients now need to access reliable and, as far as possible, 
real-time information on their positions and portfolios, 
in order to monitor their activity and support their 
investment decisions. Therefore, good data management 
is a necessary prerequisite for a successful client 
experience.

CLIENT EXPERIENCE: A PILLAR OF 
COMMERCIAL EFFICIENCY

From the perspective of both asset servicing and asset 
management businesses, improving client experience 
must be at the heart of the offering and strategy. Indeed, an 
optimal client experience is key to high client satisfaction, 
which in turn drives new business opportunities, whether 
with existing clients or through peer-to-peer referrals. And, in 
a context of increasing digitalisation of the client relationship 
and journey, it goes without saying that client experience 
now necessarily involves digital interfaces that require 
efficient data administration and retrieval. 

To achieve this, these companies must be able to offer:

•  The right technical solutions, in terms of data sourcing, 
aggregation, processing and storage, but also in terms of 
processing/delivery/consultation interfaces both at front-
office (i.e. client interface) and back-office (i.e. employee 
interface) level.

•  The right degree of autonomy in data 
management according to the client’s needs 
and «technological» maturity (from «step-by-
step» support to almost total autonomy).

•  The best process reviews to optimise the 
fluidity and interactivity between teams and 
tools, both internally and in relation to clients.

But, as Albert Einstein said, “Knowledge is 
gained through experience. Everything else 
is information”. Thus, even if the tools made 
available and the methodologies applied are 
relevant, a detailed review and a thorough 
understanding of client expectations in order 
to rigorously structure the offer according to 
their needs remains the only real guarantee of a 
fluid and successful client experience.

DIGITAL STRATEGY: A LEVER FOR 
IMPLEMENTING THIS EFFICIENCY

A single platform allowing each client to 
access the entire service universe offered by a 
company provides unique speed of execution 
and ease of use. Indeed, the multiplication of 
tools for accessing the desired services and 
information can quickly become complex 
and time-consuming, which considerably 
deteriorates the overall client experience. It is 
therefore essential to be able to offer centralised 
access to data in order to facilitate and streamline 
the acquisition of the desired information 
and functionalities. It is even preferable to go 
further, by offering the possibility of aggregating 
data from third-party suppliers. The aim is to 
offer, via a single interface, dashboard-type 
functionalities enabling all the information 
relating to the proposed service ecosystem to 
be viewed. In this way, the platform in question 
becomes a reference portal for the client, who 
will find immediate benefits: time savings and 
improved operational efficiency in particular. 
This is what some asset servicers, fintechs or 
online banks already do via services such as 
account or portfolio aggregation, both internal 
and external.
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From this perspective, the provision of a flexible range 
of APIs is a considerable asset. It allows financial 
services providers to give clients back control of their 
data. They can then decide to collect the data in a raw or 
enriched format in order, for example, to integrate it into 
their own working environment or even into a third-party 
information system. The use of APIs thus allows them 
to monitor in real time the integration, enrichment, and 
delivery of this data in the environment of their choice.

In the same vein, the next step consists in offering the 
client the possibility of managing and manipulating 
the data and information related to the services offered 
in an autonomous manner. This «self-care» approach 
undeniably makes for a smoother client experience 
insofar as the latter can access the information required 
directly, for analysis or reporting purposes for example, 
without having to ask a third party. In addition, it is also 
an advantage to be able to offer customisation (sorting, 
filtering, simulation, enrichment, etc.) and modelling 
(association, correlation, graphical representation, etc.) 
functionalities in order to enrich the data’s use value. 
Facilitating the incoming flow from the client, via an 
appropriate interface and good management of user 
rights, is just as important for simplifying operational 
processes and saving time by giving the client back 
control over the methods and timing of data uploads to 
their service provider (identity, tax, banking or regulatory 
documents, etc.)

Once the right tools and information have been provided, 
the total or partial digitalisation of the client relationship 
also constitutes a useful lever for optimising client 
experience, as it makes it possible to speed up the 
processing of requests. In fact, an effective strategy 
for managing data related to client requests (e-mails, 
messages, telephone calls, etc.) makes it possible to track 
and monitor them more effectively, to centralise them and 
to rapidly direct them to the right internal contact(s), which 
represents a significant time saving for all stakeholders 
and becomes a key factor for improving client experience.

Finally, the “transparentising” approach is also a good 
way to improve client experience. In practice, this notion 
is materialised by a community of interfaces between 
the client and their service provider, i.e. they both have 
access to the same platform and the same screens. This 
means that data is displayed in the same way for the 
various parties involved, via the same control interface, 
which enables them to have access to the same data at the 
same time (level of progress, completion of an instruction, 
reporting of performance indicators, etc.). 

This approach ensures enhanced operational 
efficiency, particularly in the support and monitoring 
of clients. Ultimately, a common reference system 
and language are obtained for shared data, in order to 
facilitate and streamline exchanges between the client 
and their provider, which in turn leads to more effective 
data structuring, by standardising it within a common 
functional and communication framework. Incidentally, 
this standardisation is the cornerstone of good data 
architecture, as it allows efficient reuse of data, which can 
then feed the entire value chain.

“The combination of storage capacities 
and the capacity to analyse and produce 
value-added services from data gives rise 
to considerable leverage for a buy-side 
company and its clients”

INNOVATION: AN OPPORTUNITY TO 
STRENGTHEN THE CLIENT RELATIONSHIP

Digital transformation is a continuous process. The offer 
of financial services providers must therefore constantly 
adapt and evolve. In order for this innovation to truly meet 
client needs, whether already expressed or to come, it must 
be inspired and enriched by user experience.

For a buy-side company or an asset servicer, the design 
of “tomorrow’s services” must be in line with client 
needs that have already been defined, but also with 
those that they anticipate in the ecosystem in which 
they evolve: regulations, latest market developments or 
technological disruptions.

The extent of client knowledge is also synonymous with the 
ability to take full advantage of new market opportunities. 
This “enhanced” user experience makes it possible to build 
a real community of intentions and needs, and thus to offer 
the right people the right solutions... at the right time.

New data uses often emerge during interactions with 
clients, particularly requests for proposals, but also via 
market watch. They make it possible to quickly design tools 
with high added value for the client. This opens up the 
world of digital intelligence to design and co-construct 
cutting-edge data solutions. Ultimately, it’s about using 
digital capabilities to benefit strategy and client experience.

By way of an illustration, machine learning tools bring 
undeniable added value to data reconciliation and reduce 
processing times, making client interactions much easier 
and more fluid:

•  The use of optical character recognition allows the 
automatic extraction of data from a wide variety of 
documents that are often not very homogeneous in 
order to automatically inject them into the database 
(regulatory documentation, client emails incorporating 
key data, KYC processes, etc.).

•  Natural language processing allows a wide range of 
contextualised services to be offered efficiently, such 
as a request centralisation system that directs the user 
to an automatic response to their «standard» request 
or to an expert human response thanks to a structured 
workflow allowing the request to be directly routed to 
the relevant team.

Even if we sometimes tend to forget it, data is not just a 
flow. Being able to offer data storage capacity (secure 
cloud solutions in particular) or document storage capacity 
(document “safe” solutions, electronic signature pad and 
storage of signed documents, for example) has become just 
as essential as enriching the data itself. The combination 
of these storage capacities (efficient and accessible from 
anywhere, in real time and in a secure manner) and the 
capacity to analyse and produce value-added services 
from this data gives rise to considerable leverage for the 
company and its clients.

The future of data being used to benefit clients is 
therefore a subtle blend of experience, business 
expertise and perfect client knowledge, but also the 
ability to provide a quick response to the needs expressed... 
while anticipating those to come in order to already offer 
them the services of tomorrow!
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Over the past decade, access to liquidity - and therefore 
execution performance - for asset managers has become 
increasingly complex.

Several factors explain this growing complexity. The 
will of the regulator, of course, with the MIFID I and II 
regulations for better information for the end investor. 
But the level of demand from investors - encouraged by 
increasingly easy access to information - is also a factor 
that should not be underestimated.

Data is at the heart of this transformation. It enables 
better anticipation of execution decisions in a complex 
environment, but also allows the traceability of 
transactions and transparent communication with 
investors and regulators.
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DATA: A MAJOR VARIABLE IN THE 
ACQUISITION COST FOR ACCESSING 
LIQUIDITY

Data is a major concern for accessing liquidity, particularly 
in view of the prospect of new trading venues to be covered. 
The «acquisition cost» (i.e. technical and operational setup, 
knowledge of the ecosystem, analysis and decision-making 
capacity, etc.) to meet these requirements has become a 
substantial constraint for asset managers. This acquisition 
cost mainly comprises three facets.

First, the change initiated by MIFID has led to a 
growing fragmentation of liquidity, requiring 
a real specialisation of people, but also of 
tools. The historical selection policy model, 
which favours a predefined list of brokers and 
counterparties, deprives managers of a large 
segment of liquidity, particularly that accessible 
on alternative trading platforms such as MTFs1 
or Dark Pools, thus disintermediating brokers. 
As an illustration, in the fourth quarter of 2021, 
68% of equity orders in Europe were executed 
on markets, and 32% on MTFs2. The choice 
of these alternative venues, their relevance 
by geographical area or instrument category, 
requires technological and market intelligence 
that is not necessarily within the reach of 
all players - not to mention the associated 
connectivity, maintenance, and operating costs. 
Data and its analysis play an essential role in 
identifying opportunities in this very broad 
field of possibilities. The specialisation of 
marketplaces requires greater access to and 
management of data to cover this increased 
scope of liquidity.

Alongside this fragmentation of liquidity, 
the management of the execution policy 
algorithms provided by brokers is also 
an important factor in the explicit cost 
of execution. Direct management of these 
algorithms by asset managers - or by a dedicated 
execution team within the institution - makes it 
possible to avoid some of the execution costs 
charged by counterparties by processing orders 
internally. This direct management can also be 
an important performance factor, allowing the 
comparison of several service providers through 
the algorithms they propose in order to choose 
the one best suited to the investment decision 
that has been made.

(1) Multilateral Trading Facilities (2) Source: Big XYT, data as 
of October 2021



On average, an order whose execution is managed 
internally (by the fund manager or a dedicated team) 
costs half as much as a high touch order handled by 
a broker3. Here again, the «acquisition cost» is high, 
mainly due to the understanding of the environment and 
the various players that make up the global offer. This 
comparison of algorithms can also only be done via tools 
that allow for the proper integration and management of 
related data, all in an automatic manner and as it happens.

Finally, automation is a real challenge for execution. 
Numerous tools allow this automation, notably proposing 
automatic and perfectly documented RFQs4. Historically 
confined to vanilla products such as sovereign bonds 
(Govies), these offerings have broadened their scope 
by opening up to equity transactions, for example, 
allowing brokerage optimisation. Some platforms report 
automation rates of more than 76% on instruments5 such 
as ETFs6, which are expanding rapidly. To be effective, 
these platforms require a real-time data feed. However, 
the question may arise as to the relevance of this model if 
the savings from automation do not cover the additional 
costs of real-time data feeds. Nevertheless, for this type of 
activity, the pooling of resources, including data, can 
represent real added value for the stakeholders.

In conclusion, access to liquidity is a complex, multi-
dimensional issue that requires the acquisition and 
mastery of an increasing number of agile tools linked 
to the evolution of the markets themselves. The high 
degree of automation of transactions, the acceleration of 
processing speeds on the markets and the growing need 
for traceability require increasingly rapid and broad access 
to data in order to make the right execution decision in full 
knowledge of the facts and without delay.

DATA: AN ESSENTIAL COMPONENT 
OF THE QUALITY OF MANAGEMENT 
AND REPORTING

Beyond the search for execution performance, data is also 
the fundamental component of activity management 
and reporting. As with access to liquidity, the need for 
transparency has changed considerably in recent years, 
whether regulatory or linked to the growing demands of 
clients, whose typology and therefore areas of interest have 
evolved considerably. Whereas a few years ago weekly 
or monthly activity reports were the norm, clients are 
increasingly demanding dynamic and interactive activity 
monitoring tools.

The end customer wants to be able to view details and audit 
trails, order by order, from their dashboard. This depth of 
analysis requires IT databases capable of storing the relevant 
data with the right referencing and depth. Analysis requests 
are also increasingly specific about the execution methods 
and their relevance to the stated performance objective.

The use of data in post-execution analysis makes it 
possible to monitor the impact of execution strategies 
on the market, by execution venue. These projections are a 
valuable decision-making aid through analysis of the existing 
situation. Here again, only a perfect combination of tools and 
data can provide the right depth of analysis.

On the regulatory front, order publication times are 
getting shorter and shorter, and the regulator is increasingly 
attentive to the quality of the data that is submitted. Through 
audits, their data scientists test the quality of the repository 
and the accuracy of the data (in relation to the time stamp of 
the order, for example).

To ensure the reliability of the data reported, asset managers 
must increasingly deploy data control teams to ensure that 
the data is complete and of high quality in relation to the 
needs expressed.

THE «TOOLS - DATA» PAIR: THE MAIN 
FACTOR IN EFFECTIVE EXECUTION

In conclusion, whether it is a question of access to liquidity, 
execution performance or activity management - whether 
for operational or regulatory purposes, the dominant 
factor in the «cost of acquisition» is the tools-data couple.
The new tools made available to asset managers are 
certainly very efficient, but to be used optimally they 
require an increasingly broad and specialised data supply.
Recent developments in tools and platforms, towards 
more and more open architecture and real time, have 
accompanied this trend by offering ever more agile 
solutions in terms of data sources.

Of course, these tools are nothing without a good 
knowledge of one’s environment, which allows one to 
maintain real execution efficiency. But in an increasingly 
complex ecosystem, only data and its proper analysis 
allow this knowledge of the environment.

“The new tools made available to asset managers 
are certainly very efficient, but to be used optimally 
they require an increasingly broad and specialised 
data supply ”
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(3) Source: Bloomberg European Institutional Equity Trading Study, 
July 2021 (4) Request For Quote (5) Source: Tradeweb Exchange-Traded 
Funds Update – June 2021 (6) Exchange traded funds



As the various sections of this white paper have hopefully 
demonstrated, data management is both a strategic concern 
and a major challenge for buy-side companies. Indeed, data 
is not just an accumulation of informational units that can be 
processed separately, but rather a fluid ensemble that must be 
able to seamlessly feed the entire investment value chain to 
deliver fruitful results.

High-performance operating models, allow a large amount of 
information to be aggregated. But its proper exploitation and 
timely delivery, to those who need it within an organisation, 
require highly specialised resources and know-how, as 
well as significant investments that are not directly related 
to buy-side firms’ core activities (asset management, financial 
analysis...), and may therefore be considered as ancillary… 
when, in fact, they are essential to keep up with the latest 
industry standards.

For companies not able or willing to mobilise the necessary 
resources to build up their data management set-up, 
outsourcing can be a successful way to kill two birds with 
one stone, i.e. access cutting-edge tools, expert people, and 
quality data while freeing up their own analysts to focus on 
higher value-added activities. 

In order to support its clients in their data management 
challenges, Societe Generale Securities Services has 
developed a comprehensive range of data-driven solutions 
to sustain business growth, enhance operational efficiency 
and improve client experience.

CROSSWISE: THE BACKBONE OF OUR 
DATA-CENTRIC OFFERING

Relying on SimCorp’s IBOR-based portfolio management 
system (PMS), CrossWise is a front-to-back integrated 
platform designed to help investment managers achieve 
“one investment truth” by providing centralised, real-time 
position keeping that covers all asset classes, in a multi-
accounting framework that can support global operations. 
CrossWise consolidates disparate data from different sources 
into one unified and seamless data layer that can be transformed 
into accurate and real-time information. In doing so, CrossWise 
helps investment managers achieve operational simplicity and 
business agility, make more informed and timely investment 
decisions, as well as improve risk control processes.

Furthermore, CrossWise operates in open data architecture 
for market access, execution, and back-office providers. By 
outsourcing their middle office via CrossWise, buy-side firms 
benefit from SGSS’ expert teams and robust open tools capable 
of aggregating multisource data, providing consolidated 
valued positions, as well as checking and harmonising NAVs. 
SGSS processes their data and manages the necessary 
connectivity with the multiple players involved (third-party 
custodians, transfer agents, etc.) to deliver them the most real-
time view possible of both their positions and their operations. 
Moreover, with CrossWise’s one-stop-shop model, whether for 
data management or operations across the entire investment 
value chain, processes are streamlined, and time is saved by 
limiting the number of stakeholders involved.

To support its clients in better managing their information 
assets, SGSS is constantly working on the development 
of new data processing models and algorithms. Relevant 
and innovative technologies and methodologies, such as 
data structuring, APIs or artificial intelligence, are leveraged 
on a daily basis to obtain and deliver a significant volume of 
quality data. Predictive models based on this data therefore 
become very powerful and enable the creation of additional 
modules that are deployed in a variety of solutions such 
as CrossWise and generate extra added value for portfolio 
managers, including benchmarking, extrapolation or data 
visualisation. Ultimately, efficient data control and high-
quality delivery enabled by SGSS’ offering allow for quality 
management reporting and help managers better steer and 
monitor their activity.

GOING BEYOND MIDDLE-AND
BACK-OFFICE DATA

When it comes to ESG data, CrossWise aims to help 
investment managers use it in the same way they leverage 
financial data. In order to correctly interface the PMS with 
the data sources, which is a major prerequisite, CrossWise 
allows for the automatic integration of ESG data sets selected 
by the investment manager directly into SimCorp Dimension 
(PMS), as well as the configuration and control of investment 
rules according to the devised ESG strategy. In the end, with 
CrossWise, ESG becomes an integral part of the investment 
methodology and processes. In addition, SGSS offers thorough 
analysis of portfolios’ ESG performances via its Sustainable 
Investment Reporting Services, providing very insightful data 
that can be put to good use for both regulatory and client 
communication purposes.

SGSS strongly values client experience and places it at the 
heart of its digital transformation strategy by providing 
its clients with a variety of readily set up and user-friendly 
data-driven tools. One of the major pillars of this strategy is 
SG Markets. SG Markets is the SG group’s online BtoB service 
marketplace that provides 24/7 access to the entire SG and 
SGSS application universe through a fully customisable 
self-care approach. Via various solutions such as CrossWise, 
SG Markets also offers extremely valuable and useful data 

aggregation, customisation and modelling functionalities of 
both SG and third-party data. This multisource data can in turn 
be visualised and used within either SG Markets or the client’s 
own IT environment, via a rich and flexible range of APIs made 
available to them. In addition, SG Markets provides a common 
user interface for clients and SG staff, creating a shared 
reference system and language, which make interactions 
between both parties more seamless. Lastly, SGSS also 
leverages new technologies such as RPA1, OCR2 or NLP3 to 
optimise its own “behind-the-scenes” processes, notably to 
continuously improve and automate client request processing 
and, ultimately, enhance the overall client experience.

Regarding dealing and execution, the tools-data couple is a 
determining factor in the acquisition cost, whether for liquidity 
access, execution performance or activity monitoring. In 
order to help buy-side companies optimise the acquisition 
cost, SGSS has created I-DEAL, its outsourced dealing desk 
offering (also, a module of CrossWise), which enables resources 
and data to be shared, thanks to the pooling of resources and 
the provision of an experienced team of trading specialists. 
Based on an open architecture model, I-DEAL adapts to 
clients’ selection policies and guarantees best execution. All 
operations are traced, and the tools are interfaced with those 
of clients to allow perfect data restitution so that it can then 
be used by clients’ management, risk teams or internal control. 
I-DEAL also offers a permanent technical watch to ensure that 
it is always at the cutting edge in terms of IT developments. 
Its robust set-up is also an asset in terms of transparency vis-
à-vis corporate management and the regulator, if necessary, 
due to its steering and reporting capabilities that are always in 
line with regulatory developments and market expectations. 
With I-DEAL, investment managers get the best of both worlds 
for their dealing and execution operations: efficient data 
management and streamlined resources.

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR DATA

In the end, with CrossWise and a comprehensive set of 
complementary data-driven offerings, SGSS aims to provide 
concrete, effective and readily-set-up solutions to its clients’ 
data management challenges. Via its truly holistic data 
approach, proactive change management processes and 
client-centric vision, SGSS helps buys-side companies free 
up resources to focus on data analysis, rather than data 
processing. 

Effective data management requires a perfect balance 
between tools and people, and it is this ability to put this 
delicate score to music that will make all the difference.
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(1) Robotic process automation (2) Optical character recognition
(3) Natural Language Processing

To learn more about CrossWise and SGSS’ 
data-driven solutions, please click here

https://www.securities-services.societegenerale.com/en/front-back-outsourcing/
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